Meningosarcoma in The Infratemporal Fossa: An Unusual Presentation
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Introduction

Head and neck sarcomas account for 1% to 2% of all head and neck malignancies; primary intracranial sarcomas are rare [1] and the meningeal localization represents 0.1-4.3% of all cases of sarcoma.

Diagnosis is challenging both for the absence of evocative symptom, which could encourage the patient to submit deeper investigations, and for difficulty to make the right histopathological diagnosis.

Due to the malignity of the disease often, surgical treatment couldn’t be resolutive and chemotherapy and radiotherapy are necessary.

A long follow up with regular instrumental investigation is required.

Case Description

A 52-year-old male presented at the Siena Maxillo-Facial Surgery Department complaining of 7 cm swelling in the right zygomatic region increased in size in the last 2 months without associated symptoms and without pain. Previously, an ultrasound study was performed and reported a swelling in the subcutaneous adipose tissue.

Neurological and ophthalmologist examination was negative, no previous medical history was reported.

The patient underwent various instrumental investigations.

A contrast computer tomography (CT) and a Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were performed and revealed a 70 × 28 mm extra-axial neoplasm in the right temporal fossa up to the inferior orbital fissure. This mass came in touch with the extrinsic eye muscles causing perilesional oedema. The right temporal lobe, the right masseter and the right temporal muscle were compressed by the lesion, while the right temporal bone was eroded (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Therefore, according to radiological findings, a Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy was scheduled.

Histological result revealed mesenchymal features with a high/medium cell density, infiltrating the stroma and the muscle. Tumour cells were spindles with a fibroblastic/myofibroblastic feature with an ill-defined cytoplasm, weakly eosinophilic, some of them were assembled in bundles. Nuclear inclusions were found and there were no necrosis area, tumour cells was characterized by an elevated proliferation index.

Anaplastic meningioma grade III with fibrosarcomatous appearance was diagnosticate, also considering they are the most common extra-axial intracranial tumour and they usually grow asymptomatic like the present case [2-4].

Eventually, during the preoperative assessment, differential diagnosis must be done with other lesions which gave encumbrance of the infratemporal fossa such as intracranial schwannomas or lipoma [5-8].

Also radiological features seemed compatible with a meningioma.

In consideration of the location and the extension, an incisional biopsy was executed to confirm the diagnosis, but establish an histological diagnosis was difficult for the rarity of this histological type.

Finally, in accordance with the mesenchymal malignant features, the presence of necrosis area, the mitotic index amounting to 50/10 high power fields (HPF) and to the immunophenotypic features (MDM2+, cytokeratin AE1/AE3-, EMA-, desmin-, straight muscle actin-, myogenin-, caldesmon-, S100-, CD34-, STAT6-) undifferentiated meningosarcoma with pleomorphic and spindle cell was diagnosticate.

A multidisciplinary treatment of intra and extracranial approach was scheduled.

Access to the infratemporal fossa by a transzygomatic approach was gained.

The exophytic neoformation was removed and a homolateral temporal muscle flap was set up to fill the gap.

A craniotomy and an excision of the lesion from the dura and the skull base was performed by the neurosurgeon. The lesion was macroscopically removed.

Histological examination confirmed the diagnosis of G3 spindle and pleomorphic cell meningosarcoma in contrast with the first diagnosis.

Post-operative MRI revealed a residual portion of the tumour within the base skull, involving the sphenoid great wing, occupying the anterior pole of the middle
cranial fossa and displacing the temporal convolutions above and posteriorly (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Whereby, chemotherapy treatment was scheduled, and the patient underwent six cycles with Adriamicina 105 mg/mq and Ifosfamide 9 mg/mq.

Also radiotherapy with carbon ions with IMPT technique (intensity modulated particle therapy) was started and was administered a global dose of 76.8 Gy (RBE) (4.8 Gy(RBE)/fraction, 16 fractions, 4 fraction/week, in 28 days).

During follow-up, a good response to treatments with a reduction in size of the residual mass was highlighted.

Positron emission tomography (PET) doesn’t revealed metastatic dissemination.

Follow up still going on.

Discussion

Head and neck sarcomas account for 1% to 2% of all head and neck malignancies, approximately 80% originate from soft tissues and 20% from bone [9].

Localization in the infratemporal fossa is rare.

Meningeal sarcomas are rare tumour, 0.1-4.3% of all cases of sarcomas, they affect a young demographic, and the prognosis and survival are typically poor, five-year survival varies between 44% and 80% [10].

Primary sarcomas are the most common, but they also arise secondarily from exposure to radiation, tissue abnormalities, chemotherapy, and surgical trauma.

Typically, they are asymptomatic and their finding is incidental; if symptomatic they usually present with headache, hemiparesis, or seizures [11].

They were classified as a subgroup of aggressive meningeal tumour, but nowadays they should be excluded from that group because of their distinct histopathologic and cytogenic features characterized by both solid and papillary growth patterns with cytologically atypical cells ranging from spindle to epithelioid morphology, numerous mitotic figures, and focal necrosis predominantly within the solid areas [12].

However, neither the aetiology nor the genetic pathways that lead to human meningosarcoma are clear. Some authors hypothesize that secondary sarcomatous changes in a pre-existing meningioma should be considered as a meningosarcoma variant due to the finding of meningothelial elements within certain sarcomas [3]. It seems it is the genomic instability in meningiomas that lead to a progression in meningosarcoma [13].

Treatment is based on surgery to provide decompression of critical structures and to establish a histological diagnosis, but due to the high risk of recurrences also chemotherapy with adriamicina e ifosfamide is indicated.

Radiotherapy is also indicated in sarcomas although they are not traditionally found to be radiosensitive [12].

Therefore, adjuvant therapy is recommended. The role and the prognostic impact of radiotherapy as an adjuvant to surgical resection is controversial, but lots of literature demonstrates that adjuvant radiotherapy significantly improves local control of atypical and malignant meningioma [14,15].

Handrotherapy is also an option. This type of treatment, thanks to a complex particle accelerator, which is able to decompose atoms and create beams of particles to be directed to tumour cells in order to destroy them, is a very advanced therapy for X-ray resistant or inoperable tumours. Handrotherapy is useful also for tumours close to critical organs that cannot receive extra doses of radiotherapy or difficult to reach with the surgery [16].

Conclusion

Meningosarcoma are a rare entity difficult to diagnosticate and manage especially those localize in the infratemporal fossa, a difficult approachable area.

A comprehensive histological evaluation and a reference centre relief help making the diagnosis.
Multidisciplinary team is important to manage all eventualities and to approach the intracranial lesion appropriately. Nevertheless, sometimes surgery is not enough, and more therapeutic strategies are necessary.

Adjuvant chemotherapy and handrotherapy reduce recurrences and are complementary to surgery.
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